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Benefits of a Sauna Room Preventative Maintenance Plan
1. Prevents issues with the equipment that may affect the everyday availability for users.
2. Ensures the equipment is operating the correct ways at the correct temperatures and is safe to the users.
3. Helps maintain equipment optimum functionality.
4. Improves the users experience by making the room more attractive. 
5. Significantly prolongs the life of the units.
6. Helps identify potential electrical issues that can lead to equipment failure.
7. Helps identify potential safety issues such as loose boards and nails.
8. Increases equipment overall performance.
9. Helps save electricity by recommending controls that can shut off the equipment after users 
complete their wellness session.                                                
10. Helps identify and correct design issues.
11. Eliminates unsightly body stains on the wood.
12. Makes sure heater guard is secure protecting users from potential burning hazards.
13. Makes sure that required maintenance is performed.
14. Provides ongoing reporting of the condition and aging of the equipment allowing you to replace 
parts before they fail.
15. Ensures benching is secure to prevents hazards.
16. Identifies and corrects unsightly scratches and etches in the wood caused by users.
17. Helps identify pooling or ponding issues caused by using large amounts of water in the rooms.
18. Allows for a customized program for the facility based on the equipment’s age and use.
19. Provides access to expert advice and consultation with regards to enhancements, remodeling 
and problem resolution. 
20. Avails customer to parts discounts.
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Benefits of a Steam Room Preventative Maintenance Plan
1. Prevents issues with the equipment that may affect the everyday availability for users.
2. Ensures the equipment is operating at its optimum capacity.
3. Prevents calcium and other mineral deposits that can cause equipment failures.
4. Prevents complaints from users for not reaching correct temperatures.
5. Improves the users experience by making the room more attractive.
6. Significantly prolongs the life of the units.
7. Helps maintain healthy steam lines between equipment and steam room.
8. Helps prevent or correct calcium and other mineral deposits that lead to tile discoloration.
9. Helps identify leaks and molding.
10. Helps identify loose or broken tiles to prevent hazards.
11. Helps keep the units run quieter and more efficiently.
12. Helps prevent users from getting burned by improperly positioned steam heads or spitting boiling water.
13. Helps save electricity by recommending controls that can shut off the equiment after users complete 
their wellness session. 
14. Identifies issues with initial construction including external water leaks. 
15. Helps identify potential electrical issues that can lead to equipment failure.
16. Makes sure that required maintenance is performed such as filter replacement and aroma replacement.
17. Provides ongoing reporting of the condition and aging of the equipment allowing you to replace parts
before they fail.
18. Allows for a customized program for the facility based on the equipment’s age and water quality.
19. Provides access to expert advice and consultation with regards to enhancements, remodeling and 
problem resolution.
20. Avails customer to parts discounts.



A Division of Florida Hot Tub & Sauna, Parent Company to: Timberkast, Garage Door Refacing
3007 Greene Street, Hollywood FL 33020 | Phone: 954-744-5395
PROVISIONS INCLUDED IN OUR SAUNA PMA SERVICE

Service Type Standard Extended
Evaluate electrical including breakers and contactors x x
Evaluate and test external controls x x
Search for exterior leaks, termites or other things that may affect the walls/structure x x
Evaluate duckboard floor to make sure it is leveled x x
Evaluate lighting x x
Evaluate placement of thermometer and temp. sensor x x
Evaluate venting for obstructions/ hot spots x x
Identify and document any signs of abuse x x
Evaluate wood condition of walls, ceiling and benches for loose boards x x
Evaluate benches for proper support: look for pin or other nails that may be exposed, including- etchings/scrapings/scuffs of the sauna wood, broken or damaged boardsx x
Evaluate sauna door swings including hinges and frame x x
Discuss upgrades and options x x
Summary and recommendations including replacement estimate of worn parts x x
Evaluate temperature throughout room x x
Disinfect and wet mop epoxy floor (Lift out flooring by removing skirting if necessary) x x
Test temp sensors for accuracy with OHM meter x
Extended testing of heater and elements. (Digital multimeter) x
Evaluate placement of rocks in heater and replace semi-annually or annually, based on use. (Material cost will apply) x
Light sanding of areas that may require retouching x
Fasten down protruding nails as necessary x
Replace any missing wooden screw caps x
Clean heater body with stainless steel cleaner x
Make light bench repairs or report as necessary x
EMail report x x

$325 $450
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PROVISIONS INCLUDED IN OUR STEAM PMA SERVICE
Service Type Standard Extended
Evaluate electrical including breakers and contactors x x
Perform diagnostic tests of all voltage and equipment x x
Evaluate and test digital and/or manual run clock controls for day and time setting x x
Evaluate temperature throughout room x x
Evaluate site glass condition x x
Evaluate aroma pump x x
Evaluate boiler x x
Test thermostat, timers and aroma/steam burst switches x x
Inspect drain for obstructions x x
Evaluate and test auto drain valve x x
Inspect plumbing line between the boiler and the room if possible x x
Evaluate door hardware, sweep and threshold x x
Inspect steam head location for calcium build up x x
Makes sure temp sensor is tight and functioning x x
Evaluate floor pitch and search for calcium build ups and water deposits x x
Basic testing of boiler functions and operations x x
Document overall operation: time to release steam, noise level, aroma and control functions x x
Offer upgrades – lighting, stereo, bench skirts, aroma scent, etc. x x
Check filter pressure and make sure that filters are reducing sediment and Inducing 
Crystallization effectively x x

Examine and offer to replace water filters if necessary x
Test water quality going to boiler x
Clean and service Water Inlet Valve Strainer x
Examine and offer to replace aroma scent x
Advance testing of all boiler functions and operations x
Descale Steam Boiler/Generator for calcium build up and mineral deposits x
Descale waterline feeds for calcium build up as needed x
Descale level probes for calcium build up as needed x
EMail report x x

$425 $575


